MISTING MADE COOLER

Large Florida Amusement Park

Better cooling.
Better looking.
Better for business.
Efficient and
attractive cooling
Mist360™ fans are engineered
to cool outdoor areas, no matter how high the humidity, with
a unique 360˚ broadcast of cool
air and the finest mist available.
Energy and water efficient, the
Mist360 fan is unrivaled for its
ability to cool outdoor spaces
without the excessive moisture
problems common with traditional misting systems.

Del Frisco’s Grille, Washington DC

Del Frisco’s Grille, Phoenix AZ

• Mist360 Classic–12 nozzles,
20-foot broadcast zone
• Mist360 Breeze–10 nozzles,
15-foot broadcast zone

Patio Areas that
generate income
year round

Las Ventanas al Paraíso, Mexico

Transform your outdoor
patio into a destination.
Combine a Mist360 fan with
an Alfresco365™ cantilever
umbrella and you’ve created
the optimum outdoor space,
providing shade and cooling
during the hotter months.
Add a heater and your guests
can dine alfresco 365 days of
the year.

The Venetian/Palazzo Resort, Las Vegas

Broadcasts cool air
360 degrees.

Troon North Golf Club, Arizona

Cools 20˚F to 40˚F
(10˚C to 20˚C).

Ruby-orifice nozzles
provide the ‘driest’
mist available.

Rattlecan, Las Vegas

Mounts to ceiling
with standard fan
mounts.

Cantilever and Pole
mounts available.

Customize with
your colors, logo,
and designs.

MISTING MADE COOLER
Maximum cooling
with the Max
With a 40-foot diameter broadcast zone, the Mist360 MAX
effectively cools larger outdoor areas and warehouses,
replacing less efficient and
less effective traditional misting systems. Add cycle timers
on the pump to maintain
optimum cooling and humidity,
creating a pleasant work environment inside or outside.
• Equipped with 16 rubyorifice nozzles to provide
the ‘driest’ mist available.
• Cools outdoor and warehouse areas 20˚F to 40˚F
(10˚C to 20˚C).

European Auto Detail, Scottsdale AZ

Brat Haüs, Scottsdale AZ

Phone 602 255 0500
Toll free 888 MISTING

www.mist360.com
sales@mistamerica.com

15855 N. Greenway Hayden Loop
Suite180
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

